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SIDIS - the next frontier 
of hadron structure 
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The Breit Frame
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SIDIS regions 
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But ….
● Factorization theorem relies 

on q moving along -z

● How do we know that q is 
exactly along -z 
even-by-event?  

● Role of QED radiation?

q
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?

?
?

? ?

● In the presence of QED 
radiation, the q direction is 
not fixed

● The experimental Breit 
Frame does not need to 
coincide with the actual 
Breit-frame needed in QCD 
factorization
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How to proceed ?
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Electron from electron 
distribution - collinear/TMD?? 

Electron from electron 
fragmentation - collinear/TMD?? 

Short distance hard 
scattering 

Lepton Distribution Function (LDF)
Lepton Fragmentation Function (LFF) 
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Inclusive DIS

Collinear LDFs 
and LFFs

Collinear PDFs Short distance 
hard part
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Hard part in QED

Two photon exchange 
contributions
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Collinear LDFs and LFFs

Attention:  These objects are 
perturbatively calculable
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RGE

0
0

0
0

Resummation of 
collinear logs
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Evolved LDFs LDFs peaks at the endpoint
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Endpoint issues
Endpoint regions are 
difficult for LDF and LFF 
RGE 



Subtraction trick
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We remove the numerically problematic region and 
compute the difference accurately in Mellin space
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Results
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Our calculations gives 
similar large corrections 
as known results
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Semi-Inclusive DIS
Do we need to worry 
about TMD  LDFs and 
LFFs ?
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TMDs in leptonic tensor

Small qT approximation to 
lepton tensor

qT of the photon in the 
back to back lepton frame
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TMDs in leton tensor
Collinear LDF and 
LFFs

The QED sudakov varies very slowly  
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Spectrum is too broad in bT space -> 
a narrow peak in qT space at qT=0

max(mub, me)
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We can ignore 
TMD LDF and 

LFFs
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Semi-Inclusive DIS
Do we need to worry about TMD  

LDFs and LFFs ?  -> NO
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SIDIS with QED+QCD 

Collinear LDFs and 
LFFs
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Kinematics
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Kinematics affected by QED
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SIDIS with QED+QCD 

External kinematics Internal kinematics
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External 
Kinematics
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Internal 
Kinematics
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Case study: 
FUU
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Collinear LDF and 
LFFs

Hadron pT in the 
true Breit frame

QED rotational 
effects
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QED RC depends significantly 
on the hadronic input 
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Similar trends. Eg. 
RCs depends on 
hadronic input

Our formalism is different however. We 
use factorization approach with IR safe 
techniques
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What about spin structures?

Transversity 

Sivers
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● Visible leaking effects 
from Sivers -> Collins

● Not possible to isolate 
QED free individual 
signals

● Any QED corrections to 
data is model dependent 
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Summary/Outlook
● In the presence of QED radiation, 

the q direction is not fixed

● The experimental Breit Frame does 
not need to coincide with the 
actual Breit-frame needed in QCD 
factorization

● QED effects needs to take into 
account for the next frontier  

QED+QCD


